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8 Steps to Get Started with
Content Marketing
1. Strategic Development: Define your business

goals, content marketing objectives, customers
and their goals, and specific tactics that will align
your business goals with your customers’ needs.

2. Ideation: Identify keywords and themes

associated with your vet clinic, and create a list of
content topics based on those keywords.

3. Content creation: Identify content types,

channels, and creators. Establish a content
calendar and workflow for publishing content on
a regular basis.

4. Optimize: Make sure the search engines can

find your content, so that your content shows up
when people search for your content.

5. Content promotion: Identify channels for

amplifying your content (social media, email
marketing).

6. Distribution: Identify opportunities for

distributing your content outside of your website
and social media channels (guest blog posts, for
example).

7. Lead nurturing: Identify tactics (like e-mail

marketing) that will help you gently guide your
leads as they become aware of your clinic and
eventually become customers.

8. Measurement: Set key performance indicators

(KPIs) that help you measure the effectiveness of
your content marketing efforts.

The key to content is collaboration. Many team
members contribute to content: veterinarians,
assistants, groomers, front-office staff and more.
You’re all subject-matter experts in not only
veterinary medicine but also your clinic, services,
and clients. Although we present content as a series
of steps in this workbook, in reality, some things
happen simultaneously.
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Content Workbook Step 1: Strategic Development
Define your business goals, content marketing objectives, customers and their goals, and
create specific tactics (strategic initiatives) that will align your business goals with your
customers’ needs.
Why are you creating content? Your business goals state the role that content will play in helping
your business achieve success. All content should directly support or complement your business
goals, as well as solve your customers’ problems.
Business goals, according to Forbes.com, are the ultimate long-term, broad outcomes an
organization wants. Goals might be nonspecific or immeasurable, as in:
1. Become a local household name
2. Become a trusted leader in my city
3. Be among the preferred brands in my city
4. Be profitable
Objectives are measurable outcomes - it is what “done” looks like. Objectives
start with verbs, as in “increase, decrease, sell, recruit, etc.” (PRDaily, 2016). Examples:
1. Increase the time spent on my website
2. Increase revenue
3. Produce positive testimonials and satisfied customers
4. Generate more leads
Strategies explain how you’re going to achieve your objectives. They are the blueprints that lay
out the steps to meet your objectives and achieve your goals. For example, if a company’s goal is to
generate more leads for a new product, its tactics might be:
1. Displaying a website popup to collect email addresses for three months
2. Pay Per Click: paying a host website for every user click on an advertisement
3. Setting up automated email campaigns that are CAN-SPAM compliant
4. Hub and spoke: creating smaller pieces of content that lead to a larger piece of content
Customers - Who are your customers? What problems do they have? What do you want them to
do? The most successful content strategies align content with the needs, goals, and experiences
of a specific audience. These become your customer personas – descriptive illustrations of your
ideal customers’ preferences, needs, behaviors, and demographics. Developing customer personas
doesn’t have to be a drawn-out process involving focus groups,
surveys, and volumes of data. Get started by identifying what you
already know about your customers and then defining a few
basic characteristics.
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Here are some example personas:
1. Mom Maggie*: Maggie is a parent who has two children and a dog, Max. Max is important to
the family. They regularly buy products and bring in Max for checkups, and they stay on top of
his vaccinations and preventive healthcare needs.
2. Scared Sarah*: Sarah recently went through, or is going through, a health scare with her pet.
Her pet’s health may be at risk because she did not regularly go in for checkups. Her goal is to
ensure her animal’s safety.
3. Farmer Fred*: Fred runs a local farm and keeps a small flock of animals, including horses and
cows. He is a businessman, and his biggest concern is his bottom line. He wants the best care
for his animals, but he also expects value.
Action item: What are your customers’ goals and needs? Where do they get information? What
are their expectations? What stops them from solving their problems?
Action item: Write your business goals, objectives, and strategic initiatives. List your typical
customers.
*all names used are fictional
Goals: What are your
business’s long-term
goals?

Objectives: What
are your business’s
specific measurable
objectives?

Strategic Initiatives: How will you
use content marketing to achieve your
goals and objectives?

Customers: Who are
your customers, and
what are their problems?

Ex: Be one of the top
vets in my area

Ex: Increase my clientele by 25% over the
next 5 years

Ex: Email marketing
newsletters and
reminders

Ex: People who own
more than one pet
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Content Workbook Step 2: Ideation
Identify keywords associated with your business, including local search terms, and create a list of topics
based on those keywords.
How are people finding your business? If you have a website, Google’s algorithm is crawling your site so
that searchers (real people) can find exactly what they need. Put your domain address into a free tool
such as SEMrush to find how people are getting to your website.
The terms people use to find your website from search engines, like Google, are called keywords. So,
what keywords are important to your business? Try to identify specific, unique keyword phrases. Refer to
Step 4 in this guide for more information on keywords and search engine optimization (SEO).
If people aren’t finding your website, why not? What are they searching for instead?
What challenges do they have in terms of caring for their pet? Think of the
questions or problems a pet owner might type into Google.
Google provides an autocomplete function, or “Google suggest,” that
allows you to find what people are commonly searching for. The keywords
you identify in this step will help you create ideas for content relevant to
your audience.
Remember to include events, holidays, and seasonal topics that are
relevant to your audience when listing your ideas, or “seeds,” for future
website content.
Action item: What keywords, topics, and phrases did your team list? How
can you turn them into content topics for your blog or website?
Keywords:

Topic:

Ex: Vaccination for dogs

Ex: How Often Should My Dog Be Vaccinated?
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“The key to content
is collaboration.”
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Content Workbook Step 3: Content Creation
Identify content types, channels, and creators. Establish a content calendar and workflow for
publishing content on a regular basis.

Content Types & Formats

What types of content do your personas prefer? What types of content can your team handle? List your
customer personas in the first column, and in a second column list the types of content they like to
consume.
Work with your team to build this list of content types. Think about how content will work with your
existing channels, and brainstorm ideas for content types that you might not have considered. Here
are some types of content to think about:
• Blog posts (popular topics include how-to’s, pricing/cost considerations, or interviews)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infographics
Listicles (top 10 lists, for example) and checklists
Resource pages (lists of veterinary resources, charities, and apps for pet owners)
Videos
Ebooks, guides, and white papers
Testimonials
Public-service announcements (for example, your clinic’s point of view on Zika virus)
Quizzes, surveys, polls and other interactive content
Webinars

If you are new to content marketing, it’s easy to get excited about the possibilities of the content you’ll
create and bite off more than you can chew. Start with realistic goals, so you don’t overwhelm your
team. Add new content types gradually.
Action item: List the types of content that your team can realistically create. This will become the start
of your content calendar.
My Customers

Types of Content They Like

Where They Consume It

Ex: Pet foster parents

Money-saving

Blogs

(Channels)
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Content Creation Roles

If you’re like most small businesses, you don’t have the luxury of hiring full-time creative teams. Your staff
wears dual hats of providing care for pets, as well as maintaining your website. This section will help you
identify the roles that you might need for creating online content.
If you already have content on your website, take a look at the topics, formats, and creation process and
note what worked and what didn’t work. Think about who will come up with ideas for your content, who
will create it, who will edit it, and who will make sure it is published. Here are some roles that are key to
the content creation process.
Day-to-day digital owner
• Editor: This is your go-to for creating a keyword list and an ideation spreadsheet. He/she is
responsible for the content calendar, making assignments, recruiting writers, and holding people
accountable for meeting due dates. Editors can also aid in writing content.

•

Digital manager: He/she wears many hats. A digital manager schedules content creation for a wide
range of channels but also is responsible for posting created content on a website and monitoring its
performance. Additionally, the digital manager is responsible for measurement and works with the
editor on keywords and topics that perform optimally.

Writers
• Blog contributors: The people who contribute to your blog don’t have to be
only your internal staff. Think about how these people might contribute content:

•
•
•
•
•

Customers
Freelancers
Vendors
Digital agency

Writers: They produce web content, e-mail, social.

Action item: List the people who will fill the roles on your content marketing team.
Role

Person/People

Digital Manager

•
•

Primary:
Support:

Editor

•
•

Primary:
Support:

Writers

•
•
•
•
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Content Workbook Step 4: Optimization
Make sure the search engines can find your content, so that your content shows up when people
search for your content.
Search engine optimization (SEO) is all about helping your content show up on Page 1 of Google and
other search engines’ first results. While you want to make sure people find your content, the search
engines’ technology needs to find it first.
SEO can be complex. Large corporations employ teams of SEO experts, or they hire agencies to make
sure everything from their home pages to their “contact us” pages are easy to find.
For small businesses like yours, you can learn some basic best practices that will help people find your
website and its content. You’ll also find more in-depth resources on Merial’s Resource Center that go
into more detail about SEO.
Think of SEO as a two-fold process.
First, there’s the technical SEO that happens behind the scenes with website settings, which is usually
handled by your website’s manager or webmaster. If you’re having problems with your overall website
performance, that’s beyond the scope of this workbook and is best left to SEO experts. They can make
sure your site is well-structured and crawlable by search engines. They’ll also monitor code that can
help them view tools and trends in platforms like Google Analytics.
Second, there’s search engine optimization steps that you can take to make sure that your customers
and potential customers find your content.
Action item: Use this checklist to make sure you’ve optimized every piece of content you publish.
Basic
My headline contains a keyword or searchable phrase, and the keyword is in the first 140
characters (Google tends to cut off headlines around 140 characters)
The URL (web page or blog post “address”) contains a keyword or searchable phrase
My subheads contain searchable keywords that are relevant to the topic
My image has a search-friendly name, not something like “C5804s68.jpeg”
I’ve broken up large blocks of text into lists, smaller paragraphs and with graphics or images
My page has only one H1 tag
My content is at least 300 words (good = 300 words, better = 500 words, best = 700-1,200 words)
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Advanced
The elements here are typically entered into fields in your website’s content
management system (CMS); they can also be added through HTML code.
Title Tag
Meta Description

•

My title tag is no more than 70 characters and contains keywords (it can be the
same as the headline, or an edited version).

•

My meta description is a snippet of information showing up in search results
under my webpage title that makes readers want to click through.

•

I’ve included ALT text in my image.

•

I’ve included at least one internal link (a hyperlink from the current content to
another relevant page within your website).

Suggested Resources
• Moz’s Beginners Guide to SEO

•
•

Vertical Measures’ SEO Best Practices Guide
Hubspot’s How to Search Engine
Optimize Your Blog Content
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Content Workbook Step 5:
Content Promotion
Identify channels for amplifying your
content (social media, email marketing).
How will you promote your content? You
identified channels for publishing and
amplifying your content in Step 3. Your first
action item is to take your list of topics from
Step 2 and identify pieces that can be broken
into smaller pieces and shared through
other channels.
Action item: List content topics and types
that you’ll be able to break into smaller,
“snackable” bits.
Action item: Which channels do your
customers visit often? Which types of
content do they look for on each channel?

Original Topic & Channel

Promotion

Ex: Blog post “How Often Should My Dog Be
Vaccinated?”

Social media posts once a week x 4 weeks
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Content Workbook Step 6: Distribution
Identify opportunities for distributing your content outside of your website and social media
channels (guest blog posts, for example).
As you build your own library of content on your website and promotional channels, think about other
sites not owned by you where you can publish content. Some examples:
• Long-form posts on LinkedIn - An informative article that helps you gain a footprint on the
networking website LinkedIn
• Presentations on Slideshare - Share your animal care expertise by uploading content in PowerPoint
format and linking it to your website or LinkedIn profile
• Videos on YouTube channel - Short, bite-sized content that help you connect and
inform people face-to-face
• Podcasts - Colloquial, informative discussions accessible from iTunes
• Webinars - A discussion hosted across the internet that helps you share your expertise
with a professional audience
Remember that the purpose of this distributed content is to drive traffic back to your website and,
ultimately, to your business. Include calls to action that link back to your web properties and inspire
readers to click through.
If you’re new to content marketing, it’s OK to set this step as a longer-term goal, after you’ve gotten your
own content built out and are comfortable with the other steps.
Distribution Channel

Type of Content and Topic

Ex: Slideshare

Step-by-step instructions for brushing your
dogs teeth
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Content Workbook Step 7: Lead Nurturing and Email Marketing
Identify tactics (strategic initiatives) that will help you gently guide your leads as they enter your
sales funnel and become life-long customers.
Remember that all your marketing emails must be CAN-SPAM compliant. Email is a critical component of
content marketing because it’s how you communicate with prospects, leads, and current customers. E-mail
marketing require some basic tools:
• A vehicle to collect email addresses, such as a fillable form on your website or a “gated” piece of content
that requires the person to provide an email address in order to access the content

•

An e-mail marketing distribution platform, which helps you send messages to your leads and/or
customers.

Once you master the basics of e-mail marketing, you can practice lead nurturing, which is an automated
way of messaging, usually based on if-then statements (if the user downloads a coupon, then they receive a
different message from a person who doesn’t). For now, let’s focus on email marketing as a powerful tool to
promote your business and your online content.
You likely have a database of email addresses from your existing customers or any previous
lead-generation efforts. Email marketing is a great opportunity to connect with those contacts
through your email newsletter.
Here are tips to get started on email newsletters:
1. How frequently will you publish your email newsletter?
Weekly | Monthly | Bi-monthly | Quarterly | Other?
2. What will you include in your newsletter?
•
•
•
•
•

Internal news (hirings, expansion of services, news)
Content promotion (summaries of your blog and other content posts)
Events
Industry news
Offers (feel free to share NexGard® (afoxolaner) offers!)

3. Include large buttons (“calls-to-action”) in each newsletter, so readers know what you want them to do.
•
•
•
•

Click through to read a longer piece of content
Schedule an appointment to take advantage of a promotion
Download a coupon
Share your content

4. Write a compelling subject line that makes readers want to open the email. Remember to follow CANSPAM compliance regulations.
•
•

Don’t do this: Email newsletter update January, News from XYZ Veterinary Clinic
Do this: Pet gift ideas 2017, Important Vaccination Update, or How to train your Dog

5. Give your email newsletter a title (the more clever, the better).
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Content Workbook Step 8: Measurement
Set key performance indicators (KPI) that help you measure the effectiveness of your content
marketing efforts.
Preparing for measurement is the next key step in the overall process. Without establishing proper,
metric-based goals at the beginning, the success or failure of a strategy is reduced to guesswork. These
goals should be composed of relevant key performance indicators (KPIs) to accurately identify final
outcomes.
The topic of measurement can get very complex and detailed. In fact, there are agencies and webbased platforms that do nothing but measurement, and many books and websites have published
information on measurement. Our advice: Start with the basics. Don’t try to measure everything. Keep
it simple.
Perhaps most important of all: The metrics must be SMART:
• Specific – “get more leads” is a goal, while “double leads from social media” is a specific goal

•

Measureable – “improve my brand’s reputation” is measurable, but “increase customer referrals” is
a measurable reputation goal

•
•

Achievable – Do we have the internal support, resources, and systems to reach these goals?

•

Timely – “Increase sales leads by 2 percent in 30 days” is a time-bound goal

Realistic – “Increase number of appointments over this period last year” might be more realistic
than “Increase number of appointments by 10x”

Measurement is the process of comparing the actual performance of your content against specific
goals. Analyzing the difference between what the data delivered versus what was expected can identify
strengths to build upon and opportunities for improvement.

“Start with the basics.
Don’t try to measure
everything. Keep it
simple.”
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To keep yourself on track, ask yourself these questions:
• How many customers come to my web properties? What pages do they visit? What
content do they see and respond to?

•
•
•

Can we make content more relevant to drive impact?

•

If a goal wasn’t achieved, why not? Did your landing page witness substantial traffic
but few conversions? Was traffic so low that hitting the goal proved impossible?

•

Is there is a high bounce rate (visitors navigating away from site after viewing one
page)? Why? Was the call-to-action (CTA) weak or unclear? Think of ways to remedy
high bounce rates from the perspective of the user.

How do we know when we’ve been successful? What is the impact on revenue?
Did you achieve your goals? If so, what contributed to the success? Was there
a breakout page that accounted for 90 percent of the conversions? Did a single
channel drive the majority of high-converting traffic?

We’ll cover measurement in more depth in Analytics 101, which you’ll find on Merial’s
Content Marketing Resource Center.
Strategic Initiative

How Will You Measure It?

Ex: Email newsletters to increase clinic revenue by 15%

•

Click-throughs from email messages to my website

•

Coupon downloads
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It’s Not Over
This workbook is laid out in steps, but
content is not a one-and-done campaign.
It’s a continuous, fluid process. Once you’ve
completed your content and you’ve collected
data in your measurement step, your final step
is to go back to the beginning.
What did you learn from your content’s
performance against KPIs? Do you need to
optimize your content? Rewrite, redesign,
optimize for SEO, promote on other channels?
Where can you continue to promote your
content? What new updates, launches, events,
or milestones are coming up? How often will
you update the content? How often will you
publish new content?
Have questions? Register to attend an
upcoming webinar, where we always
have live Q&As.
For more information, visit:
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